
Lesson 30 
  

Basic episode, a visit to the Seventh Day Adventist hospital (part 

I) 
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Questions on the basic episode (part I)  
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Basic episode, a visit to the Sunday market (part II)  
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Questions on the basic episode (part II)  
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Grammar notes  



      in time constructions: 

      occurs in two different types of constructions:  

1.        +  

noun 

phrase  

verb phrase  

 
or  

 

2.        +  sentence  
 

In the first time       means 'at the time of' and usually refers to events in the past.  

Examples are:  
             

last night   

 
              

this morning  (when the morning has passed)  

 
      ด  (ๆ)  

in childhood   

In       + sentences constructions the reference may be to past time.  

                    
I came when he had already gone.  

 

Or to future time or to conditional situations:  

             (   )     ด   
When I have a car, 

I'll be able to go.  

            (     )                                   
He will help you 

only when he sees 

that you are useful 

to him.  

      and  บ compared in usage  

Although both       and    are completive verbs they differ somewhat in meaning and 

usage:  

1.  
      to finish some activity (often of indefinite length and of temporary nature)  

 



 
                    

He has 

finished 

working.  

 
                   

He 

hasn't 

finished 

doing it 

yet.  

2.  
   to complete a task (often of prescribed duration, such as a course of study).  

 

 
     ด                           

I'll finish 

the Thai 

course in 

2 months.  

 
   ด            

We didn't 

see the 

movie to 

the end.  

Note  
Either       or    may occur in sentences which are otherwise Identical. The 

selection of one over the other indicates a difference in emphasis or focus. With set the 

focus is on the activity in general; with    it is on the completion of a particular 

action.  

 
         ด               

He has finished letter writing.  

 
         ด            

He has finished writing a (the) letter.  

Drills  

Recognition and familiarization drill 

             
yesterday  

           
this morning (past time)  

                 
2 p.m. (it's later than that now.)  

          
last night  

      ด   (ๆ)  
in childhood  

                       ๆ  
When I had just got here.  



                             
When I was still working here.  

Transformation drill 

 Pattern 1  Pattern 2  

1.  
                                                 

 He'll get there at 1 p.m.  He got here at 1.p.m.  

2.  
                                                 

 I'll eat at 5 p.m.  I ate at 5 p.m.  

3.  
                                           

 I'll meet her this evening.  I met her this evening.  

4.  
                          (   )      

 They'll go in the morning.  They went in the morning.  

5.  
                                               

 He'll come to see me at 1 p.m.  He came to see me at 1 p.m.  

Response drill 

The instructor reads a cue sentence then forms a question based on it. A student gives a 

response to it. The instructor forms a second sentence, and the student answers that. Sentences 

and responses are based on the cue sentence.  

1.  
                                     

 When he finished his studies, he returned to Thailand.  

Question  Response  

                                               

When he finished his studies, what did he do?  He returned to Thailand.  

2.  
      ด   ๆ                 

 When he was a child, he liked to avoid studying.  

Question  Response  

      ด  ๆ                               

What was he like, when he was a child?  He liked to avoid studying.  

                               ด   ๆ  



When did he like to avoid studying?  When he was a child.  

3.  
                    

 I came when he had already gone.  

Question  Response  

                                

When did you come?  When he had already gone.  

                                                           

Had you come while he was still there?  Not yet. I came after he had already gone.  

4.  
                             ๆ     ด                  

 Right after I started studying Thai, I thought it was very hard.  

Question  Response  

                              

ๆ                 

    ด                  

Right after you began studying Thai, 

how did you feel?  

I thought Thai was very hard.  

           ด              

          

       

          ด                          

            ๆ  

Now I think Thai isn't hard, right?  Not so. Now you don't think it's (as) hard(as) when 

you first started studying it.  

Recognition and familarization drill 

 Question  Response  

1

.                             

             

                                

 Have you finished reading this book 

yet?  

I have finished reading this book.  

2

.                             

              

                                   

 Have you finished reading that book 

yet?  

I haven't finished reading that book yet.  



3

.           ด             

                       

        ด                  

 Have you finished writing that letter 

yet? I'll mail it for you.  

I haven't finished writing the letter yet.  

4

.                          

          

            ด             

 When will you finish studying Thai?  I'll finish next month.  

5

.                    ด      

             

                 ด              

 Have you finished studying lesson 18 

yet?  

I haven't finished studying lesson 18 yet.  

6

.                ด             

   

              ด                         

                   

 Did you finish seeing the movie last 

night? (see to the end)  

No, because we had to hurry home before it hurry 

home before it was over.  

7

.       ด               ด          

                             

 Did you finish telling your story.  I didn't finish because they gave me too little time.  

8

.                          

        

  (     )     .ศ.  ๕๐๐  

 In which year did you graduate from 

the university?  

I graduated in B.E. 2500.  

9

.                        

       

                      ด          

 What university did you graduate 

from?  

I graduated from the University of Indiana.  

Translation of basic episode: Part I 

John is about to go visit a friend at the 7th Day Adventist Hospital. His friend has been ill for 

several days.  

He had a servant to get a taxi (for him). He didn't want to go for one himself, because 

whenever taxis see a Westerner, they ask for higher fares.  



The servant called a taxi for him. It was new. He told John the driver figured the fare from his 

house to the Adventist Hospital at 15 baht. John said it was too expensive. He had the servant 

bargain for 10. The taxi (driver) said that if he didn't get 12 baht, then he wasn't going because 

the traffic was heavy in that area.  

The driver drove very fast. John asked him to drive slower, but the driver didn't listen to him 

at all. John didn't know what to do.  

John didn't know at what time the hospital allowed one to visit patients. He got there too late, 

so he didn't get there in time to visit his friend. He called a taxi and told (the driver) to take 

him to the (Sunday) Market at the Pramane Grounds.  

Translation of basic episode: Part II 

John spent hours walking around at the Sunday Market. There were all kinds of things for sale 

there: things to use, plants, and pets. Some things were cheap; some expensive. John bought a 

lot of things. He bought toys for children and things to use for his wife. He bought unusual 

things that are not available in the U.S. for his mother and father. He thought he'd send some 

of these things to his mother and father in America at Christmas. He didn't know what he 

ought to give to his younger sister.  

The shopping done, John goes home. While he is standing looking for a taxi, he meets a 

friend. His friend is name Saman. Saman studied in America. After he graduated, he returned 

to Thailand and worked as an employee of the Ministry of the Interior. He got a grant to go 

observe work (1) in America in 1960. John met Saman while John was studying Thai in 

America. At that time he met many Thais because when there are Thais visiting Washington, 

State Department officials introduce them to the students of Thai, because they want student 

to meet Thais and to practice speaking Thai with many Thais.  

(1) An observation tour  

Vocabulary  

        
district, a subdivision of a changwat  

ด      
to observe work, an observation  

(   )  ด  
to practice, drill, train  

        
while  

      (  )  
patients  

        (     )  
play things, toy  

          
these, this group  



           
those, that group  

        
to introduce, to advise, to suggest  

           
advice, suggestion, instruction  

     (ๆ)  
to be unusual, to be strange  

      
male or female first name  

      (   )  
animal  

            (   )  
pet  

    (   )  
a grant, fund, investment, a scholarship, a 

fellowship  

       (   )  
plants, tree  

 


